Eternity and clinical translation of speech-language pathology research (†).
The work we do as clinicians and researchers is forever vulnerable to political trends which can cause dramatic and rapid change in higher education. A current example is the funding of universities according to the value of their research outputs. In comparison to some other domains of health care, the discipline of speech-language pathology is particularly vulnerable to such politics. If we have evolved, we can devolve. The thesis here is that this matter concerns clinicians and clinical researchers, and that both parties need to shore up their relationship to ensure that this discipline has a guaranteed passage into eternity. This can be achieved by sharpening the focus of clinical research and driving its translation into clinical practices. The different and complementary contributions that clinicians and clinical researchers can make to that pursuit are discussed. It is argued that clinicians and clinical researchers can best pursue their necessary relationship with models of spatial cohabitation, and four models are presented for how that might be achieved. The paper concludes with some speculations about alternatives to eternity for the discipline of speech-language pathology.